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HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF 1-4 DIOXANE WITH A SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 

ON THE COMBUSTION OF TRIOXANE 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the past quartor century, experimental tech- 

niques have been so perfected that minor ramifications of 

molecular structures are determinable. An example of the 

above implication Is found In Spitzer's work on cyclic 

hydrocarbons ( 1,10,14 ). A continuation of this work has 

been proposed in this laboratory. The continuation con- 

sists in investigating the effect of introducing a forein 

atom of slightly greater electronegativity (12) than car- 

bon Into the ring. Originally the plan was to determine 

the heats of combustion and ¡apor phase heat capacities of 

three si:x meinbored rin7,s containing oxygen and one five 

mernbered oxygen heterocycle; as yet however, due to con- 

structional difficulties, only one of the compounds has 

been burned and none of the heat capacities determined. 

This particular thesis has been modified to include con- 

struction and caU.òration of the apparatus as well as Com- 

bustion of the compound. 



A'PÀRATtJS fND PROCEDURE 

The apparatus used in this study is that built by 

Humphrey and the author and described by Humphrey (7) in 
full detail. There were no changos in the apparatus for 
this work as it pa'a11eled Humphrey's In many details. 

The eqìipment used, shown in f:Igures 5 & 6 and cIa- 
grammatically in figures l,2,& 7,consists of a Parr lilium 
double-valve bomb (360 rni.velume) immersed in an elliptic 
calorimeter (a=6 'Y, ;b=4'Yi ; a=8enü major;b=semi minor a,d4 
containing 253G g.of water and surrounded by a submarine 

jacket. This entire assembly Is completely Immersed in an 

isothermel water bath kept at constant temperature by use 
of a knife type heater and a mercury regulator,figure 3. A 

complote wiring diagram for the assembly is shown in figure 7. 

The water of the calorimeter and bath s stirred bysyn 

chronous motors with the calorimeter stirrer running at ap- 
proximately 420 rpm, Temperature differences in the calori- 
meter were determined on a Leeds and Northrup Mueller Type 

Bridge ìthg a knife type L-N plat:niìm resIstice thermoriter 
calibrated by the ITationalßurcau of Standards Time differ- 
ancea corresponding to the rpectIve resistance deltas were 

recorded on a drum type c'ono'h sensitive to 0.01 minute 

over short Intervals,lO minutes,and for longer periods of 
time when the line voltage and current are constant, nzI- 

tiVty of this device was tested in the physIcs laboratory 
on a pendulum clock receiving standard electrical impulses 
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Figure I: Schematic Diagram of 
Calorimeter System 
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Legend for figures 1 and 2 

1,2,3,4 Positions for determining bath tempera- 

tu ro 

B Isothermal water bath 

C Calorimeter 

1) Partition assuring uniform circulation 

of calorimetric fluid 

F Firing leads 

G Connecting tube between calorimeter and 

jacket for calorimeter stirrer shaft 

H Bath Iater 
M Bath stirrer 
P Jacket positioners to asiure centering 

of jacket 

R The rmoregulator 

S Calorimeter stirrer 

T Platinum resistance thermometer 

V/ Submarine jacket 



Figure 5: Calorimetric System 
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froi the national bureau, 

Ignition of the charge was accorni)li3hed by the im 

proved ignition technique of Huffman and Ellis (6) using 

7 1/2 cm. of 34 or 1$6 platinum wire with a two loop 

./16 inch diameter) coil in the center through 

whIch a bent filter paper fuse was hung over 

the charge. Approximately 1.28 calories of electrical 

energy (0.6 second pulse) initiated the 

of the bomb atmosphere with water vapor 

introduction of slightly more than one 

a constant delivery syringe, before the 

atmospheisof oxygen were admitted. 

fuse. Saturation 

was insured by the 

:ram of water from 

char ge and 30 

The standard torc1inaryH calorimetric procedure de- 

scribed in Dickenson (2), VhìIte (19), or Weissberger (17) 

was used and needs no description hero. J3enoic acid was 

burned as pellets and dioxane in. open ampules, figure 4 

(5), with an oil seal and an additional oil fuse. The 

heats of combustion of the oil ("Standard" White Oil 9, 

iJ.S.P.; a mineral oil) and the filter paper fuse (Whatman 

# 42 , a sh- le s s ) we re de t e mine cl by G Humphre y ( 7 ) in this 

laboratory. 

Paper 3974 ± 4 cal/gram 

Oil 10984.3 ± 0.5 cal/gram 

Nitric acid formed was titrated with standard NaOJI 

to a broin-creol-green end point. Dissolved CO2 does not 

interfere with this end point. 
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Legend for figure 7 

S1 s, 31 S4 S5, S3, 57 Tofle switches for power 

sources 

Motor for jacket stirrer; Cenco, 110V A.C., type 

SA12 GO cycle, 1725 rpm., 1.8 amp., 1/12 H.P. 

M2 Motor for calorimeter stirrer; G.E. 110V A.C., type 

SKB, 50/GO cycle, 15)0/1800 rpm., 1.9 amp., 1/30 H.P. 

M Motor for chronograph; Bodine, 115V A.C.,type 1C-22, 

60 cycle, 1 rpm., Torq. 120 in.oz. 

L1 Light for galvanometer, GO vi. bulb 

L Light for heater, red bulb, 10 '7 

Variable resistor,725 ohm set at approximately 180 ohm 

R4 Variable resistor,1 ohm set at approximately 0.5 ohm 

Sh Switch for shorting out R, knife type single pole, 

H1 

S 
o 

R2 

K1 

K2 

B1 

B2 

B 
3 

B4 

V 

A 

single throw 

Heater for water jacket, Cenco 225 W knife type 

Solenoid, activating chronograph pen 

ResIstor, 0.25 Meg. R3 Resistor, 2.0 Meg. 

Micro switch Re2 Weston D.C. relay 

Telegraph key 

Battery, 2V 

Bat t cry, 6V 

Battery, 0V 

Battery, 6V 

Voltmeter, O-10 volts 

Ammeter, O-5 amps. 

Model 534 

Th Thermoregulator 

F Firing leads 

Re1 Weston magnetic relay, 

Model 630 
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Several attempts at the cornbstiori of Trioxarie or 

Alpha Tr'oxyriethy1ene proved unsuccozf;1. Its vaper 

pressure is so high that It cannot be weighed in the open. 

It was found that the material when packed into ge1tine 
capsules could be weighed successfully to 0.01 mg. How- 

ever the uso of gelatine capsules reduced the size of sam- 

plc so that complete combustion wa not attained. Furthei- 

more, determination of the heat cf combustion utilizing 

the capsules would require a modification of technique 

since they contain aulfur, As suggested Ly Hufrman and 

Ellis (6) as large a quantity of nitrogen as possible 

should Le left ifl the bomb, without flushing, and no water 

introduced into it. Nitrogen insures complete coinbustirn 

of sulfur to SO3 , contact process for 112304, and the oli- 

mlnation of water keeps the concentratlon of SO3 in the 

condensate on the wails of the bomb the same as that ori 

the bottom. If water is introduced, there ts a differ- 

ence n concentratIon of solute in the two placca, and 

the high heat of dillution of sulfur5c acid loads to erra- 

tic results, 

Had time permitted, the i'se of cellophane wrap- 

pers might have been perfected to the point where the nec- 

essary precIsion in weighing could have been attained. 
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THOD OF CALC JLATIOI 

The standard method of calculation for the "ordì- 

nary" calorimetric method developed by Dickenson (2) was 

followed, 

The temperature of the water in the calorimeter and 

the size of the charge were so arranged t1t the calori- 
meter temperature would change about two and one half do- 

grecs. Initial temperature of the calorimeter was approx- 

imately two degrees below the bath temperature. 

Figuro O S1.LOWS a characteristic curve of this calo- 

rimeter when a charge is burned in the bomb Line A 

represents the fore period; B is the firing point; F rep- 

resents t; C is the highest temperature attained; and 

line ts the post period. Extraneous material is added 

to illustrate the method of computing the cooling correc- 

tions which are simple applications of Newton's heat laws. 

Correction of the observed data to standard states 

was accomplished by the Jashburn method (16). 

The observed quantities are: 

m mass of sample 

At Change in temperature of the calorimeter 

obtained from the ¿R by multiplication of 

AR by a suitable constant dependent upon 

the mean resistance (o). 

number of moles of nitric acid formed 
3 

In order to obtain the heat of the bomb process 

from the temperature interval it is necessary to know the 
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effective heat capacity of the system. As this hypothet- 

ical instantaneous process of no temperature change but 

complete heat transfer is impossible, it is also necessary 

to know the effective heat capacity of the initial and 

final systems. If C is the effective heat capacity of 

the calorimetric system and S1 and 
3F 

are the effective 

heat capacities of the initial and final systems respec- 
tively, then 

= heat of the bomb process per mole of 

material burned at constant temperature 

= (cLt -0)/n 

= S (t-t) - S1, (t2 - tE) 

t1 = initial temperature 

t2 = final temperature 

The values for S1 and 
3F 

sufficiently accurate for any 

value of Lt within the re:ion of room temperature are 

readily calculated from formulas given in Washburn's 

article (16). 

To obtain the heat evolved when the reaction occurs 

with all of the reactants and producLs in their standard 

states, - uU, sometimes called the heat of combustion at 

constant volume, a percentage correction is applied to LUß 

-U = -AU [(l-LU ) /nIJ J R B corr B 

( corr) = lOO1U 

Again the reader is referred to Washburn equation 81 (16) 

for the more explicit forraulation. 
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From this value, £UR, is calculated the heat of the 

reaction under constant pressure LHR by means of the equa- 

t i on 

AHR = - AriRT 

wheren is the change in moles of gaseous substance dur- 

ing the reaction. It is this valuo, AH, which is listed 

in the tables given in the modern lite'ature as the heat 

of combustion. 

In calibration of the calorimeter the above equa- 

tians are rearranged solving for C. l3enzoic acid sam- 

ple 39f having a heat of combustion of 26.4284±O.002G 

international kilojoules per grain mass (vacuo) (9), was 

used. Calibration figures are shown in Table I. The ener- 

gy unit used in this thesis is the defined calorie, 

1 calorie=O.0041833 international kilojoules. 

A sarple of the combustion calculation is most casi- 

ly followed on the combustion reccrd sheet, figure 9; how- 

ever, some tyl)e of legend is probably necessary though 

most of the terms are self-explanatory. 

Legend for figure 9 : Calculation 

(IR Change al' resistance in fore and post periods 

(It Length of time causing dR 

r(obs) dR/dt 

H(mr) Average resistance causing dR in fore and post 

periods 

a {r(obs) initial - r(obs) finalRrni) inl- 
1niia.L 

j 
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COMBUSTION RECORD 

OREGON STATE COLLEGE 

Substance üi_,_t _______ Comb.No. i3'7 Obst Date ?--Y9 
Wt.XbIe -t-- .q3o,72o See W?. Fuse O,o°'1, 2q /7,07 

Wt.XibIe S 22) /0 9 Rees Wt. Unburned Fuse fl(i.ZP) j 

Wt.Charge(a 601,L.i! side WLCarbon 

Wt.Chcrce(v _______ Wt. Oil 

__________ 
O,OqOJ 3 

__________ 
1?(., 2o 

wt, System (air) 3 3 
5 Titration 7.'/3! 

TSrID. H20 2(. Total Excess 

Calories 
I 2 7 

HO ¡n Bomb I i ''_ ____________ ____________ 

Bomb flushed)Ç times at > atm. i filled to 3 0 atm. 

Initial JacKet R 2 R.331O IL Final Jacket R. 2 f. 3 0 SL 

Initial Room Temp 2S.( Fingi RoQm Temo. 2S.I 

Initial Bridue Temo. 2s.s Final rid9e Tema. 26.2 

_____ Ca Içu ation Time Diff. R Time gift. 
_____ 

R 

Initial Fina I 

_____ 

initial Final O- 2,q .3s,s 23 

R O.00. Ø.0003 t(run s-'/ 3J-.o.q '7 qir 

it - q2L'1 O3'Z lim) I?-/o,4' fl-/O.s' 

______ 

$ 

______ 

2'? 

LLLQIL 
Ó.O.,313$ ço,o 

_____ 

p7.. f.O 

R-ir) 8.i*2oo v.jqs r o.000 

_____ _____ 

p QO37s7 R(obs) 
L. 17/ 5O 

;--?pi'?4 
1.3'T77 
f;--4-tfr? 

_______ 

Ç 

_______ _______ 

°é' o.or6 RcLr: t3?q9 
_____ _____ _____ 

.33 °" .z±' _____ s-o 

Ï_ _ _ _ 

T_ 

9.9IIO' 
/.7S252? ÇjJt3Y0/.l2 

____ 

_____ _____ p 

____ 

____ 

____ 
57 

7g '7 

69 fss(çpr) O.LO2i'/ 
____ ____ 

I 

___ 
(DO 

;__ - '/9/7,Øg Cal/Qm. ¿V03,r6 
_____ ______ _____ 

Ci ['ctss /b2397 1gog 
____ _____ 

g 

(o Remurks: 
i;;_ y.a3c ¿,OSV 

,' L;e i.1-1- eN 

Figure 9: Sample ji'."- 
Combustion Record 
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-- __1___ 
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_____ 
_____ 
?7-3° 

______ _____ 
3 (047 

--- '-"- - -- 
_ - 

___ 

____ 

.21 

____ ____ 
____ 
I,-5.? 

____ ____ ____ 
2 
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adR/2 (indicated products obvious) 
r(corr) r(obs) initial - adR/2; r(obs) final - adR/2 

t(run) time of firing; and time of highest temperature 

t(m) time of 0.63 total temperature change 

t(run) - t(m) 

rt r(corr) Lt 

R(obs) iesistance at time of firing; and at time of 
highest temperature 

R(corr) R(obs) -rt 
R(corr) final - R(corr) initial 

K Constant for changing resistance deltas to 

temperature deltas 

KR 

Effective heat capacity of CalorImetric system 
(indicated products obvious) 

Cal Excess From total Excess Calories above. Sum of t1 

calorIes involved from the combustion of the 
fuse and oil, the lormat ion of HNO3 from N2, 

and the electrical energy. 

Cv See page 14 

Cal,Net CP T - Cal, kxcess - C. 

Mass(corr) Weight of tue nateria1 correct to vacuum 

Cal/gram (indicated quotient obvious) 

Mean resistance of R(corr) for determination 

oc K. 
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MATERIALS 

Dioxane: This compound was purified by the method 

outlined in Welssherger and Proskauer (18). 1000 g of 

Eastman ttwhite labeltt 1-4 dioxano as ref].uxed for 7 hrs. 
with 100g (io') of iN HC1; a slow stream of air was passed 

in through the condenser to remove the aldehydes formed. 

Tue material was then neutralized with ICOII, and the 

aqueous larer was removed, After removing this laTer, 

containing a brown residue - supposedly peroxides or aide- 

hydes- the nateria1 vias allowed to stand for about 2 clays 

over iOH pellets, and then was transferred to a 2 liter 
diatillaLon flask. 

The dioxane was permnitted to stand over Na wire for 

quite some time before it was distilled from tue Na 

through a 30 plate di3tillation column. This distillation 

was done in a nitrogen atmosphere, and a reflux ratio of 

approximately 30/1 was maintained during the 50 hr. dis- 
tillation period. 

Four fractions; one 50 ml.; two 200 ml.; balance ; 

were taken, and the center two were retained. Both frac- 
tions were stored in round glass bottles out of the light 
in a nitrogen atmosphere. 

The first fraction was then dried over Mg(C104)2 with 

a CaC12 tube drying all air that entered the flask. When 
material was needed for combustions, it was decanted with 

no resulting turbidity in the simple dishes. 
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Cryohydric analysis by the method of Mair, Glasgow, 

and Rossini (11) indicated that the material was 

99.81 0.02 mole percent pure, with a melting point of 

11.6'C. No attempt at further purification was made. 

Combust ion data are given in Table II. Runs which 

were obviously incorrect due to visible carbon residues, 
etc., are not included in the table. 

Trioxane: Dupont trioxane was dried over Mg(C104)2 

for three days, and recrystallized from petroleum ether. 



Table I 

Water Equivalent of the Caicrirnetor 

N.r.. Benzoic Corrected Ct Heat from Heat from rnergy Deviation 

acid 39f wt. temperature (cale) Elt + fuse !ThT03 equivalent fr'm 

in vacuo, gin. TiSO c cal. cal. cal./degree mean 

1.039227 2.4632;5 6911.11 39.32 0.63 2805.63 + 3.06 

l.0'70989 2.417433 6781.06 24.34 0.65 2305,06 - 0.63 

1.087016 2.452105 6880.71 23.22 0.67 2806.04 + 0.35 

1.086963 2.450691 6876.73 19.60 0.69 2306.05 + 0.36 

Mean C 
p 

Relative mean deviation 

Maxirmim deviation from the mean 

2305.69 

± 0.35 

- 0.63 

o 



Table II 

Combustion Date for l-4 Dioxane 

Wt. Dioxane wt. ou C V Cl xces Cal/gm. Deviation 
k- 

vacuo p/m from 

me an 

0.609214 O.090693 1.752527 4917.05 3.24 1023.97 6403.86 + 0.73 

1.258488 0,099637 3.265713 9162.59 15.92 1123.60 6400.54 - .59 

1.20907 0.075453 3.247267 9110,82 15.i2 353.34 6404.72 -I- 1.59 

1.605242 0.062304 3.966253 11128.08 20.17 369.25 6403.39 H- 0.26 

Mean -ATJ/m 

Relative mean deviaon 

.-Ui3//n 

U/fl 

6403.1 cal/gm 

1.3 cal/gm 

564.14 ± 0.12 kc/rno1e 

563,7 ± 3.10 kcal/mole 

564.38 ± 0.13 Içcai/molo 
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DI SC USS ION 

Thc value reported for the heat of combustion of di- 

oxane differs from that reported by Roth and Lleyer (13) 

by a facor of O.5. Their material froze from 0.7 to 0.3 
decree centigrade lower than that reported here, and no 

specification of purity was given by theii. 

hEAT OF FORNATION 

The heat of formation of the material from the ele- 

ments in their standard states is calculated fron the 

fo11owin seL of equations: 

04 H8O (I) -- 5 02(g) - 4 C O g) -t- 4 HO (fl 1 H: -5 6 4 . 3 8 K col 

4CO2 (g) -4 4 C (s,graphite) + 402(g) 4(-H) : 4(94.052) (17) 

4 H20 (I) -4 4 + 02 (g) H) : 4( 68 .3 I 7) 

adding these equations 
C4H802(I) -4 4C(s,grophite) +4H2(g)-t02g) 85.10 Kcal 

by reversing this reaction, the formation reaction is ob- 

tained:C (s,graphite) + 4H(g) + O - CH8O2(l) Ç 85.lO Kcal 

Since the entropy of fonation of dioxane waa deter- 

mined by Jacobs and Parks (8), it is possible to determine 

the more irportant free energy of format ion of the con- 

pOUnd froni the relation: 

: H; -T29 

s2,g : -132.4 eu 

T%9: -39.48 Kcol 

:8 
H-TA - 45.62 KcaVmole 
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